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Thank you for your letter dated 5 February e Rt Hon Greg Clark MP about CE Markings
on charity retail goods in the event of a 'no deal' Brexit. I am replying as this matter falls within
my Ministerial portfolio.

The charity retail sector makes a valuable contribution to the UK's economy. You can rest
assured that in a no deal scenario, charity retailers can continue to place second hand and
bought in goods on the UK market with the CE marking as before.

In the unlikely event that the UK leaves the EU with no deal, the Government has taken the
decision to adopt a continuity approach to minimise disruption to businesses and consumers.
This means that goods that meet EU regulatory requirements, including those with a CE
Marking, will still be able to be placed on the UK market for a limited time period after 29
March 2019. These continuity provisions will apply to the bought in goods that charity shops
sell, and the Government has committed to provide sufficient notice and consult businesses
before it comes to an end.

With regards to second hand goods - the CE Marking, where it is required, must be applied at
the point a good is placed on the market for the first time. lf a product has already been placed
on the UK market, and is then later sold as second hand, the CE marking requirement does
not apply and the goods do not have to be relabelled. Charity shops will still be able to sell
second-hand goods labelled with the CE marking as long as those goods were compliant at
the time they were initially placed on the UK market and are still safe. However, like all
retailers of second hand goods, they will remain responsible for ensuring that the second-hand
products they sell are safe.

For the avoidance of doubt, the fact that charity retailers can, generally speaking, sell second-
hand goods without needing to relabelthem is not time-limited, and will remain the case even
in a scenario where the CE marking is no longer accepted for new goods being placed on the
UK market.

I hope this explains the situation and gives you and your members some reassurance



I do appreciate your offer of a meeting, but I am sorry that I am not able to commit to a
meeting at the moment; I trust you will understand that my diary is rather heavily committed. I

also understand that you have already spoken to an official from my Department and that you
have agreed to work together on further ways to provide reassurance on this point, including
updating the guidance we are providing to businesses. Please do liaise directly with officials if
you would like any further clarifications.

Thank you again for taking time to write to me

CJ-fS d\T\

KELLY URST MP
Minister for Small Business, Consumers & Responsibility


